The belief appears to be widespread that, while mild violations of parametric assumptions are common enough, extreme violations ire quite rare, so much so, in fact, that one need hardly concern himself with their eventuality. There is little point in discussing the statistical effect of violations until the extent of their occurrence is appreciated. The first report in this serieo, therefore, will have the very limited objective of presenting "data", i.e. distributions, containing serious violations of assumptions and demonstrating how naturally and logically such violations can occur. Measurements typical of research in the area of experimental psychology will be used, namely time scores and errors.
The distributions to be presented are distributions of scores for a single subject. Their relevance to multi-subject experiments will be treated in the Discussion section.
VIOLATIONS OF ASSUMPTIONS BY TIME SCORES
In a recent experiment, reported elsewhere Q.) in detail, subjects were required to reach through a constant distance and operate the middle push button in a closely spaced array of three. Manipulated variables were the diameter and spacing of the push buttons and the orientation of the linear array; performance measures were reach-and-operatinn time, and "errors", i.e, frequency of inadvertent contact with the adjacent push buttons (which the subject was instructed to avoid touching).
In order to check the influence of experimental c uditions upon the distribution of performance measures (and therefore to check the validity of the parametric assumptions of normality and homogeneity) extensive distributions of time-scores were obtained, for a single subject, under each of two of the conditions investigated in the experiment outlined above. The subject was a full-time graduate assistant at an experimental laboratory. He had had extensive experience in running subjects in psychological experiments and had participated as subject in many such experiments, some of which were conducted by the writer. His general level and pattern of performance were therefore known; the level was, in fact, high and the pattern, consistent. His motivation also was high;
the subject apparently regarded every experiment in which he participated as a challenge. He was, in short, a "good" subject. Figure 1 shows a
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DISTRIBUTION WITH SAME i AND (T. very nearly normal distribution of time scores generated by this subject in a differsnf ani later experiment. It is presented as suggestive evidence that the nonnormalities of the distributions to be reported in the present experiment are "attributable" to the experimental conditions rather than to unique properties of the subject.
A single condition from the push button experiment was selected and the subject was given 2520 trials unler that condition. These trials were administered in six experimental sessions of 420 trials each, each session being conducted on a different day and being interrupted by a five-minute break after the 210th trial. Subsequently, this entire procedure was repeated for a different experimental condition, using the same subject but a different experimenter. Evidences of sequential effects were checked by Cox and Stuart's S 2 sign test for trend (2) and, though small, were found to be highly statistically significant.
The first distribution obtained. Distribution I, is shown in contact with an avoided button; and the subject could, and did occasionally, miss more than once during a trial). which such distributions violate the normality assumption is simply the degree to which the normal approximation to the binomial distribution is a poor fit, which, in turn, is a function of the parameters N and p. This is illustrated in Figure 6 .
As N decreases, the number of different values r can assume becomes too small for the discrete binomial distribution to be well approximated by the continuous normal distribution. The discrepancy is particularly important a'; the tails of the distribution. In order to "fit" a normal distributicn with the same mean and variance, at its tails, the binomial ERRORS ARE BINOMIALLY DISTRIBUTED. As p departs increasingly from .5, the binomial distribution becomes increasingly asymmetrical. Thus, since the normal distribution is symmetrical, the assumption of normality is violated to increasing degree.
THE NORMAL APPROXIMATION IS POOR IP rHERE IS AN APPRECIABLE PROBABILITr FOR FITHER ZERO ERRORS OR N ERRORS
As N decreases and p approaches one of its extremes, zero or one, increasingly substantial proportions of the binomial histogram tend to become concentrated at that eycreme. This force.« more and more, substantial proportions of the fitted, i.e., "assumed", normal distribution to be concentrated over error-score values which are. in fact, impossible, thus resulting in increasingly serious violations of the normality assumption.
It is clear, therefore, that error scores violate the parametric assumption of normality and that the degree of violation is likely to become appreciable if either the probability of an error on a single trial or the number of trials upon which the error score is based is small. If both are small the error distribution is certain to be quite appreciably nonnormal.
These conditions are, in fact, quite likely to obtain In practice.
In the previously referenced multi-subject push-button experiment (1) the empirical probability of an error on a single trial, i.e., the obtained Range: The normal distribution extends from minus infinity to plus infinity. Absolute time scores, however, cannot be negative, and, in fact, generally cannot drop below some positive value corresponding to a physiological limit for the speed with which the task can be performed.
Error scores, i,e., the number of errors in N trials, cannot be less than zero nor greater than fi. (assuming a maximum of one error per trial). If an appreciable pioportion of a normal curve "fitted" to a time score or error distribution covers values which are in fact impossible, then the normality assumption has been appreciably violated.
Symmetry: While it is not impossible for tica score or error distributions to be exactly symmetrical, it is unlikely. Time scores tend to be positively skewed, presumably owing to the fact that there is no limit upon the value which can be assumed by scores above the median, while those below the median must be concentrated between the median and the If N is small, the point probabilities for these N + 1 values must change by gross steps rather than by the succession of fine gradations which would be necessary to approximate well the normal curve. This is particularly important at the tails of the "fitted" normal distribution where the gross step is likely to be from a relatively largevalue to zero. This sudden descent cannot be matched by a corresponding drop in the ordinate of the fitted normal curve because the normal curve must approach zero probability asymptotically.
In many cases the central portion of a distribution is well approximated by a fitted normal curve, the fit becoming increasingly poor as the tail areas are approached. If the fit is "good" over say 90 to 95% of the area covered by the curve, the curves tend, very deceptively, to give the general appearance of a good overall fit, thus tempting the experimenter to make a false proclamation of "normality". The fit at the tails, however, is of cxitical importance and has not received the attention it deserves. Extreme, i.e., tail, values from the hypothesized distribution are those which contribute the most toward giving to a test statistic the extreme values v/hich would place it in its rejection region?
"that is to say, the greater the number of sample observations whose values correspond to those in a single tail of the hypothesized distribution, the more likely ic; the test statistic to fall in its rejection region.
The fit at the tails is therefore of critical importance to the commission of Type I, and, indirectly, of Type II errors.
If the fit at the tails is "poor" the true probability of such errors may differ greatly from their, nominal probabilities read from tables which were constructed under the assumption of normality. As has been shown, poorness of fit., i.e. extreme nonnormality, at the tails can result from the presence of impossible scores close to the bulk of the distribution, as well as frotr. pronounced asymmetry or limitations on the number of different values a score cars assume.
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The preceding data and discussion have euncerned distributions of scores for a single subject. They are relevant to multi-subject populations ( defined here as distributions ccaposed of an Infinite number of Individual, i.e^not mean, scores each of which was obtained from a different subject ) to the degree that the Individual subjects' distributions resemble each other in form and central tendency. Naturally a certain variability among individual subjects' distributions is to be expected in both these respects, and this variability Kay tend to make the multi-subject distribution more nearly normal than the distributions for the subjects as Individuals, For example, suppose each subject's distribution were Identical In form to Distribution I, but different in location, i.e.j.mean. If the means all fell within a range of a few hundredths of a second, the multi-subject distribution, although perhaps more nearly bell-shaped than the individual subjects' distributions, would still be bimodal with a fairly sharply defined trough between modes. However, if the subjects' true means were evenly distributed over a range of 25 hundredths of a second, the troughs for some subjects would correspond to modes for other subjects, with the result that the multi-subject distribution would tend to be unimotuil and somewhat less skewed. Whether or not a better approximation to normality is obtained in proceeding from a "typical" onesubject distribution to a multi-subjecC: distribution would appear to depend roughly upon the relative variance and shape of the distribution of individual subjects' true means with respect to the typical one-subject distribution of individual scores. If the shape, of the former is more nearly normal or if its variance is much smaller than that of the latter, then, with infrequent exceptions, one would expect the multi-subject distribution tc be more nearly normal than the typical one-sibject distribution.
While these consiüeratiors should not be discounted, neither should they be weighted too heavily. All of the previous comments relative to range and continuity apply with equal force to multi-subject distributions. ( Although the range of time scores is undoubtedly greater in the multi-subject distribution, the comments continue to apply if "physiological limit" is now understood to refer to the fastest possible time by any subject,) A greater degree of symmetry might frequently be expected in the central portion of a multi-subject distribution. However, the presence of impossible scores within a few standard deviations of the median and on one side of it, or unequally distant from it, will still tend to insure asymmetry at the tails. An assumption made by nearly all statistical tests, whether parametric or distribution-free, is that observations are independent, i,e.,that the outcome, or score obtained, from one trial is not influenced by that of any preceding trial. When more than one score is obtained from a single subject, the assumption uf independence generally implies that there must be no sequential effects, i,e,j,no learning, no fatigue and no motivational fluctuations such as would be caused by boredom. Experiences of the writer and his colleagues suggest; that this assumption is never fully met when repetitive measurements, subject to such sequential effects, are taken upon a single subject. 
